
Veggie Nirvana at VivaBurger
in La Latina
In the foodie hotspot Plaza de la Paja, in barrio La Latina,
lies a vegetarian oasis with an oddly beachy vibe, complete
with  pale  teal  walls,  distressed  white  wood,  and  beaded
curtains.

You can sit inside or at one of their lovely terrace tables in
this little nook of La Latina. While there’s almost always a
full house (and for good reason), the staff works like a well-
oiled machine, and the owner treats everyone like family.
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Everything on the menu is vegan or vegetarian—and seriously
delicious.  Being  shamefully  addicted  to  cheese,  I  was
admittedly nervous to try their vegan burger of the day. But
it exceeded my expectations in every way: filling, creamy, and
flavorful, it left me more than satisfied. It comes with a
salad or soup, fresh fries, and a drink (can be wine or beer
too).
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If you’re not feeling a veggie burger, the eatery offers an
alternative menú del día: they celebrate a different country
every day with a rotating international menu. Indian curry
garam  masala,  Greek  salad  and  musaka,  Peruvian  avocado
ceviche, Moroccan couscous, Argentinian vegetable parrillada
and empanadas… and about 20 others.
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For dessert, I had a fresh mint green tea smoothie. Having a
huge sweet tooth, it wasn’t what I was expecting, but it was
flavorful and refreshing, especially on such a hot day. If you
order dessert a la carte, instead of with the lunch special,
you have lots of other options like their scrumptious carrot
cake or vegan ice cream.
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Amazingly,  the  burger  for  the  menú  is  apparently  a  more
“basic” veggie burger. If that’s basic, I can only imagine the
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full menu is mind-blowing. I’ll for sure be back for more.

Info
Facebook
Website: vivaburger.es
Instagram: @viva_burger
Address: Costanilla de San Andrés 16
Phone: 91 366 33 49

https://www.facebook.com/vivaburgermadrid/

